Dear Kathy,
I’m writing on behalf of my sister Kathy and I to say thank you so much for your wonderful business!
Losing both of our parents in the last four years has been very tough on both of us, and then making the decision to sell
the home that she and I both grew up in was very difficult.
For many years, Kathy and I would kiddingly talk about that time in the future when we’d have to go thru all the items
that mom and dad collected and find a home for them. We knew that when the time came, it would be an
overwhelming task, and one that would need all of our attention and responsibility. Needless to say, we were not
looking forward to it.
When mom passed away in early February, we initially thought that we’d postpone the inevitable task of selling the
house and liquidating the contents for about a year. After thinking about the financial impact of sitting on the house, we
decided to move forward with the home sale, and then that left us saying, “How in the world are we going to sell or give
away all this stuff they have accumulated in the home for almost 48 years?”
Fortunately, our realtor Elena Kosky recommended that we contact your company to see if you could help. Boy did you
ever!
Right from the beginning, you were a complete gem to work with, very professional and experienced in helping seniors
and their families relocate or liquidate. My sister and I felt that hiring your firm to manage this process for us was the
absolute best choice, and from beginning to end we were not disappointed, especially where I live in California.
You eliminated many of what could have been some unpleasant surprises for us all along the way, and gave us a clear
roadmap of what to expect leading up to and including the estate sale.
Your team was amazing in how they organized all the items to be sold, and also their recommendations on what we
should throw away. You were also very unselfish about asking other experts to come over to put a value on certain
collectables, and even insisting that they help us to sell them.
The way you and your team setup the house like a “general store”, with tagging all the items and keeping a
computerized list of all that was sold and the amounts made trusting in your integrity all the easier.
My sister and I will be forever grateful for you being a “godsend” in this challenging time, and would heartily encourage
anyone in a similar place as us to hire your firm to help them as you did us.
Thank you so much, and may God continue to bless you and your company. You are a blessing!
Regards,

Stu Gilman, Modesto CA

